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ABSTRACT
This research began with unsatisfactory biology learning outcomes. This is due to students having not mastered the subject matter, there needs to be a solution so that students get good learning outcomes. The inquiry learning model is used by adjusting the 2013 curriculum which gives students the opportunity to learn. The initial ability of students needs to be known by the teacher before starting learning, to find out whether students have knowledge before participating in learning. This research is a quasi-experimental study. The population of this study were students of class VIII 12 of SMP Negeri 12 Padang who were registered in the 2018/2019 school year. Sampling was done using Simple Random Sampling technique and obtained class VIIIA as an experimental class and class VIIIC as a control class. The instrument used was an objective test. Data analysis techniques to test hypotheses are t-test and two-way anova test. From the results of the study show that the cognitive competence of learning students who learn with inquiry learning models is better than the competence of cognitive domain learning students who follow conventional learning. There is no interaction between the use of inquiry learning models and the initial ability of students' cognitive learning competencies.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The implementation of the 2013 curriculum in the field of education aims to produce Indonesian people who are productive, creative, innovative, faithful and devoted to God. 2013 curriculum development focused on competence and character formation of students a blend of knowledge, skills and attitudes that can be applied learners so that they can keep abreast of the times.

The 2013 curriculum learning process is student-centered learning. Student-centered learning can activate students in learning; learners can understand the lesson through what is learned in the learning process. The teacher plays an important role in designing lessons to be carried out an effective and enjoyable learning process. The use of learning methods that are less desirable by students will affect student learning outcomes. The process of learning biology in SMP Negeri 12 Padang can be observed in Table 1, but not all of them produce good grades in the sense that there are still many students who do not meet the minimum completeness criteria (KKM) of biology in class VIII which is set at 75.

Table 1. Number of Learners and the Average Value of Daily Tests for Grade VIII Students in Semester 1 Middle School 12 Padang.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Number of Student</th>
<th>Learners who passed (%)</th>
<th>Learners who didn’t pass (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VIII A</td>
<td>70.92</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>35.71</td>
<td>62.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIII B</td>
<td>74.11</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40.75</td>
<td>57.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIII C</td>
<td>72.35</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>35.71</td>
<td>64.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Learning competencies that are owned by each student in learning varies. Often teachers pay less attention to the students' initial abilities so the teacher knows the characteristics of the students. The initial ability of
students is the ability that students have had before they take part in learning. This is useful to know whether students have prerequisite knowledge to participate in learning and the extent to which students already know the material to be presented, so that teachers can design learning better.

The initial ability is used not only for harmony in the learning process, but also has another important role. Initial ability is very important role in increasing the meaningfulness of teaching, which in turn has an impact in facilitating internal processes that take place in students when learning[1]. One of the benefits that can be obtained from the results of student studies that we will face in the classroom is that we obtain a complete and detailed picture of the students' initial competencies / abilities that function as prerequisite for new material that will be delivered[2]. Based on these explanations it appears that initial ability has an important role in learning.

The most appropriate technique to determine students' early abilities is the test technique. Where is a test to find out how far students have knowledge or skills regarding the lessons being taken.

Inquiry comes from English inquiry which means "the process of asking and finding out answers to scientific questions asked". Inquiry learning model is a scientific learning model or known as scientific inquiry (scientific inquiry learning model) is one of the models and is conducive for implementing a constructive approach[3].

The inquiry learning model is a powerful learning approach in instilling the foundations of scientific thought in students to encourage students to learn more and develop their creativity in analyzing problems, further investigation is useful to increase the value of attitudes that are very necessary to enable students to think scientifically.

Inquiry is a learning approach that uses steps in sequence, as experts use this approach in conducting experiments. The inquiry model in learning biology allows students to learn and do as scientists do. Students will be directed to learn biological concepts and be able to take a scientific approach, combine abilities and empower students. Students will play an active role in learning with the encouragement of teachers, with activities focused on solving problems.

Learning competence is a criterion that must be possessed by students after experiencing the learning process. Competencies were classified into three domains, namely the cognitive domain, the psychomotor domain and the affective domain[4].

Knowledge or cognitive competency assessment is an assessment conducted by the teacher to measure the level of achievement or mastery of students in aspects of knowledge that includes memory or memorization, understanding, application or application, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation[5].

There are several problems that cause the low biology learning outcomes of students in 12 State Junior High Schools in Padang: 1) students have not been optimally involved in the learning process, 2) teachers rarely test the students' initial ability, and 3) the science learning competency of students is still low.

From the problems above, this study is limited by: 1) the learning competency to be studied is the cognitive domain competence, 2) the material to be used in this study is the respiratory system, 3) the initial ability of students.

Whereas for the formulation of the problems of this study are 1) whether the cognitive competence of learning students who learn with inquiry models is higher than the cognitive domain of learning competencies of students who learn with student books?, 2) whether the learning competence of cognitive domains of capable students High initial use of inquiry learning models is higher than the cognitive learning competence of students who have high initial learning abilities with student books, 3) Is the cognitive competence of learning students who have low initial knowledge of learning using the inquiry learning model higher than competence learning cognitive domains of students who are capable of low initial learning with student books? and 4) is there an interaction between the use of inquiry learning models and students 'initial ability to learn the cognitive domain of students' learning competencies?

This research is expected to increase the repertoire of knowledge, especially inquiry learning models of learning outcomes and this research is also an input and reference for other researchers who wish to follow up on this research. Also as a material consideration for teachers in choosing learning models that are used in order to improve the quality of education. And can also be taken into consideration for teachers, principals and other policy makers in determining policies on teaching biology subjects.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

This type of research is a quasi-experimental study. In the implementation, students are divided into two groups, namely the experimental class and the control class. The experimental class is a class using inquiry learning models and initial learning abilities while the control class is a conventional class using conventional learning models and initial abilities. To obtain data in this study, a research instrument in the form of a test instrument was developed. This instrument is used to assess students' initial abilities and cognitive competencies of students.

2.1. Normality test

Normality test aims to see whether the data distribution is normal or not. Normality test is carried out using the Kolomogorov-Smirnov test using SPSS 17. The data is normally distributed if the value of $\alpha$ obtained is greater than the significance level of 0.05. The statistical hypothesis is as follows:

$H_0$: data follows a normal distribution

$H_1$: data does not follow a normal distribution

The test criterion is accept $H_0$ if the significance value is significant ($\alpha = 0.05$) means that it is normally distributed
otherwise. The analysis is used by using SPSS 17 software.

2.2. Homogeneity Test
Homogeneity variance test was conducted to see the diversity of students’ knowledge of both groups (experiment and control). If Fcount \( \leq \) Ftable then H0 is accepted, it can be said that the data comes from a homogeneous population, and vice versa if Fcount \( \geq \) Ftable, it can be said that the data comes from a population that is not homogeneous\[6\]. The analysis is used by using SPSS 17 software.

2.3. Two-way analysis of variance (ANAVA) test
Two way anova is also called multivariate anova which is used to test many groups of samples involving multiple classifications (more than one dependent variable). This test is carried out with the aim to determine whether there is an interaction between the learning model with the initial ability of student learning outcomes. The analysis is used by using SPSS 17 software.

2.4. Test the first hypothesis to the third hypothesis
The first hypothesis test to the third hypothesis is used to determine the effect of inquiry learning models and initial abilities on the cognitive competence of students. Testing the first hypothesis to the third hypothesis is done using the t test if the data is normally distributed and has a homogeneous variance. The test criteria are if the significance value > 0.05 then H0 is accepted and H1 is rejected, otherwise the significance value < 0.05 then H1 is accepted and H0 is rejected.

2.5. Test the fourth hypothesis
The fourth hypothesis test is used to determine the interaction of inquiry learning models and initial abilities of the cognitive competence of students. The fourth hypothesis testing is done using two-way ANAVA test if the data is normally distributed and has a homogeneous variance. The test criteria are if the significance value > 0.05 then H0 is accepted and H1 is rejected, otherwise the significance value < 0.05 then H1 is accepted and H0 is rejected.

### 3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Initial ability test data
Description of research data on the students’ initial ability test in learning biology consists of two groups, namely data on the results of the initial ability test of the experimental group students and the data on the results of the initial ability test of the control class students. A description of the initial ability variable research data can be seen in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Initial Capability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Experiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>73,12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.2. Data learning outcomes
Description of research data variable learning outcomes cognitive domains of students as a whole reveal information about the average value (mean), the results of the normality test and homogeneity test results of the study, for summary data can be seen in Table 3 as follows.

Table 3. Description of average value data, normality test results and homogeneity tests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Data learning outcomes experiment</th>
<th>Data learning outcomes control</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>9.3 80</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>68,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homogen</td>
<td>0.481</td>
<td>0.943</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 shows a summary of cognitive domain learning outcomes from the experimental group getting better results from the control group learning outcomes where the experimental class averaged 79.8 and for the control class averaged 69.1. While cognitive learning outcomes of groups of students with high initial abilities scored 79.7 in the experimental class, and 70 in the control class. And for the group of students with low initial abilities, the cognitive learning outcomes obtained in the experimental class with a value of 80, and a control class of 68.3. From the results of the normality of the two classes, the results are obtained that the two classes of data are normally distributed, and both classes are homogeneous because they meet the homogeneity test requirements.

3.3. Test findings /Test the first findings
The first finding that will be tested is the cognitive competence of learners who learn using inquiry learning models is higher than the cognitive competence of students who learn by using conventional methods. Table 4 summarizes the testing of the first findings.

Table 4. Summary of the first findings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>Significance</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ex</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Experiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>Co</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Table 4, the results of testing the findings found the average value of cognitive learning outcomes of students who learn to use inquiry learning models and cognitive competence of learning students who learn by using...
conventional methods with an average value of experimental class of 79.8 and for the control class the average value is 69.1. For the t test with the help of SPSS, the significance value obtained is 0.000 and smaller than the alpha value of 0.05, it can be concluded that the cognitive learning outcomes of students who learn to use inquiry learning models are higher than the cognitive domains of students learning cognitive learning with using conventional methods.

Test the second finding

The average cognitive learning outcomes of students with low initial abilities taught using the inquiry learning model are higher than the learning outcomes of cognitive domains of biological students with high initial abilities taught by conventional methods. A summary of the calculation of the second finding test can be seen in Table 5 below.

Table 5. Summary of the findings of the second finding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>significance</th>
<th>Explanatio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exp</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>&lt;Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 5 there is an average value of the experimental class of 80 and for the control class an average value of 70. For the t test the significance value obtained was 0.002 and smaller than the alpha value of 0.05, it can be concluded that the cognitive learning outcomes of students with low initial abilities taught by using inquiry learning models higher than cognitive learning outcomes of students with high initial abilities taught by using conventional methods.

Third test findings

Biology learning outcomes of students with low initial cognitive abilities are taught by using an inquiry learning model higher than cognitive learning outcomes of students with low initial abilities taught using conventional methods. The calculation of the third finding test is summarized in Table 6 below.

Table 6. Summary of findings of the third finding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>significance</th>
<th>Explanatio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exp</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>&lt;Co</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Con</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The average value of the experimental class was 80 and for the control class the average value was 68.3. For the t test, the significance value obtained by 0.001 and smaller than the alpha value of 0.05, it can be concluded that the cognitive competence learning ability of students who have early ability low learning by using conventional methods.

Test the fourth finding

There is an interaction between inquiry learning models and initial abilities towards learning outcomes in students’ cognitive biology. A summary of the results of the fourth calculation can be seen in Table 7 below.

Table 7. Summary of the findings of the fourth finding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>s</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>s</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>Explanatio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>There is an Interaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>of Learning Models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Can be seen in Table 7, the interaction between the learning method variables and the initial ability is significant at 0.48, this means the significance value > 0.05 then H0 is accepted. Thus it can be concluded that there is no interaction between the learning model of inquiry models and the initial ability of students’ cognitive learning competencies.

Improved learning outcomes of the cognitive domain of students taught by inquiry learning models provide opportunities for students to develop their abilities in learning. The difference in the use of inquiry learning with direct learning or lectures is that in the inquiry learning students are given the opportunity to experiment, discuss, express old or new ideas to build knowledge in their minds[7]. So basically the students themselves solve the problems given through the guidance process by the teacher. Problems that are solved through critical thinking of students are given reinforcement, so that students not only remember but also understand more deeply about the problem. It can be concluded, with the application of inquiry learning can improve the competence of students. The results of the increase in the significance of the learning outcomes of experimental class students who were taught with practicum-based inquiry learning models compared to control class students who were taught with conventional learning on excretory system material[8].
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So it can be concluded that inquiry learning can improve students’ cognitive domain competencies. The experimental class uses guided inquiry learning with multirepresentations and the control class uses guided inquiry learning[9]. The results of the study showed that the science process skills of the experimental class students were not different from the control class students, while the mastery of science concepts in the experimental class students differed from the control class students, and the students’ science process skills were positively correlated with the mastery of the concepts of science.

Test findings also prove the inquiry method provides an effect on cognitive learning outcomes of students with high initial knowledge as well as students with low initial knowledge in the sense that students with high and low initial knowledge taught with inquiry learning models obtain better cognitive learning outcomes than students who are taught using conventional methods.

The calculation results for testing the findings conclude there is no interaction between the use of inquiry learning models and students 'initial ability to learn outcomes of students' cognitive domains. That is, there is no joint contribution that can be contributed between learning models and initial abilities towards learning outcomes of students' cognitive domains. There is no interaction between the learning model and the initial ability of students' learning motivation[10]. There is no interaction between the learning model and the initial ability to understand concepts[11].

4. CONCLUSION

Based on the results of the study, the following conclusions can be drawn.

There is a difference between the learning outcomes of the cognitive domain of students who learn to use the inquiry learning model and students who learn using conventional methods in class VIII at SMPN 12 Padang. There is a difference in the learning outcomes of cognitive domains of students who have low initial abilities who learn to use inquiry learning models with high-ability early learners who learn by using conventional methods in class VIII at SMPN 12 Padang. There is a difference in the learning outcomes of the cognitive domains of students who have low initial ability to learn using the inquiry learning model with students of knowledge domain who have low initial ability who learn by using conventional methods in class VIII of SMPN 12 Padang. There is no interaction between the use of inquiry learning models and the initial ability of learning competencies in the cognitive domain of students of class VIII at 12 Padang State Junior High School.
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